Dose-Response and Trend Analysis in Epidemiology:
Alternatives to Categorical Analysis
SanderGreenland
Standardcategoricalanalysisis basedon an unrealisticmodel
fordose-response
andtrendsanddoesnot makeefficientuseof
information.
This paperdescribestwo classes
within-category
of simplealternativesthat can be implementedwith any regressionsoftware:fractionalpolynomialregressionand spline
Thesemethodsareillustratedin a problemof estiregression.

virus
matinghistoricaltrendsin human immunodeficiency
incidence.Fractionalpolynomialand spline regressionare
especiallyvaluablewhen importantnonlinearitiesare anticipatedandsoftwareformoregeneralnonparametric
regression
is not available.(Epidemiology
1995;6:356-365)
approaches
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Dose-response and trend analyses in epidemiology are
commonly conducted in a very simple and often naive
fashion. At worst,authorsonly conduct a trend test such
as the Mantel test, or fit a regressionmodel with a single
exposure term and test the significance of the slope
(coefficient) for the exposure.Such an approachcan be
very misleading because, in essence, it assumesthat the
dose-response or trend curve follows a specific model
form (usually logistic).1
More desirably, authors may break the range of the
study exposureinto categoriesand look for trends in the
category-specificcoefficients or relative risks.2Such an
approach can be adequate if numbers allow the use of
categories that reflect biologically homogeneous response groups or are very narrow.Too often, however,
categoriesare chosen via a mechanical algorithmsuch as
the percentile method, in which equal-sizedcategories
(tertiles, quartiles,or quintiles) are chosen in the belief
that such an approachwill maximizeaccuracyand minimize subjectivity in the analysis. The potential pitfalls
of percentiles are most dramaticwhen most subjectsare
exposed in a very narrowrange or when exposureeffects
are limited to extreme ends of the exposurescale, such as
very low nutrient levels or very high occupational exposure levels. In such situations, individuals placed at
elevated risk by exposurewill be submergedamong lower-riskmembersof their percentile category.This hazard
can sometimes be mitigated by basingpercentiles on the
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case distribution,ratherthan the distributionof all subjects, but would be desirableto avoid altogether.
Many authors have recommendednonparametricregressionas a means of avoiding the categorizationproblem altogether.13'4This is a preferableapproach,especially when one can safely assume nothing about the
form of the trend or the exposure-disease (dose-response) relation. It is mildly hindered by lack of widely
available software, although this obstacle is gradually
disappearing.Another occasional drawbackis that the
computing limits (maximumnumbersof covariates and
subjects) for nonparametricregressiontend to be much
lower than those for conventional regression.Becauseof
these limits, and because several books on the topic are
available,3-5I will not discuss nonparametricregression
here. Instead, I will describe two alternative curve-fitting methods that seem under-used in epidemiologic
research. The two methods, fractional polynomial regression and spline regression, can be performedwith
any regression programsimply by adding some transformedexposurevariablesto the regression.Both methods are intermediatebetween simple regressionand nonparametric regression in behavior, with fractional
polynomials closer to simple regression(but still a vast
improvement) and spline regression falling closer to
nonparametricregression(so close that it may be considered an approximationto nonparametricregression).
As will be discussedbelow, both categoricalanalysisand
splines can be viewed as special types of category-specific
regression,but splines are based on more realistic category-specificmodels.
In what follows, I will denote the exposureof interest
by x. All points applyeven when x is only a time variable
for which trends are to be plotted, or a confounder for
which close control is desired.The following analysisof
seculartrends in human immunodeficiencyvirus (HIV)
infection incidence will serve to illustrate all of the
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TABLE 1. New AIDS Diagnoses in Los Angeles County through 1992
Reported by 1994 among White Non-Hispanic Men Who Have Sex with Men
Reporting No Injection Drug Use, 1951-1960 Birth Cohort, and Naive HIV
Incidence-Rate Estimates

Year

Yearssince
1976
(j)

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Total

New AIDS
Cases
(y)
0
0
4
10
46
92
201
329
456
476
606
642
791
645

White Non Hispanic
Person-Years,in
Thousands
(nx)
362
360
355
353
351
349
348
348
348
347
347
348
344
339

4,298

* Numberof infectionsper 100,000person-years
(see Appendix).

methods discussed in this paper. Throughout, the focus
will be on estimation of the shape of dose-response or
trend; a companion article6describes the advantagesof
splines in testing for dose-responseand trends.
General Description of Example
A majortask in the study of acquiredimmunodeficiency
syndrome (AIDS) is estimation of historical trends in
HIV infection incidence.7 Table 1 presents the 4,298
AIDS cases diagnosed in Los Angeles County through
1992 and reportedby 1994 among white non-Hispanic
men who have sex with men (MSM) born 1951-1960
who reported no injection drug use (IDU). Because
there are no reliable data on cohort-specificprevalences
of behaviors that define HIV transmissiongroups (such
as sexual behavior), the HIV ratesreferto the numberof
HIV MSM cases that reported no injection drug use
among white non-Hispanic men born 1951-1960, rather
than the number of HIV cases among non-IDU white
non-Hispanic MSM born 1951-1960.
Because HIV incidence has not been directly observed, historical HIV incidence is computed from observed AIDS incidence using estimates of the distribution of incubation time from HIV infection to AIDS
diagnosis.7,8The final column of Table 1 presents HIV
rate estimates derived from a backcalculation equation,
given in the Appendix, that relates AIDS to HIV incidence. These naive estimates involve no model or
grouping of years. As a result, they present a noisy
pattern and would fluctuate wildly in response to minor
changes in the data or the estimation method.
More stable estimates require use of a model for the
HIV rates. In the examples below, a series of models for
these rateswill be fitted via a Poisson regressionmethod
described in detail elsewhere8'9and summarizedin the
Appendix. The important elements for the present dis-
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cussion are the structuralforms of the
models. To describe them, let x be
yearssince 1976 (1976, then, is year 0,
which is commonly taken as the start
of the epidemic), nx the person-years
at risk in year x, and rx the HIV incidence rate in year x. The simple loglinear model

Naive HIV
RateEstimate*
0
100

rx= exp(a + 3x)

519

(1)

76
728

is out of the question, because it implies that HIV incidence rates contin1,744
ued to increase exponentially through
433
65
the 1980s and beyond, contraryto ex1,820
111
tensive evidence of leveling and de2,013
dine in the 1980s.5Hence fx must be
replacedby a more flexible set of trend
57
1925?
terms.Figure1 presentsthe fitted HIV
119
incidence rates derived from Table 1
using five different choices for these
terms, each with four coefficients (beyond the intercept): (1) four category
indicators for five categories (dotted
fractional
line); (2)
polynomial with four powers of untransformedtime (short dashes); (3) fractional polynomial with four powersof log time (solidcurve);(4) linear
spline with four categories of log time (long dashes);(5)
quadraticspline with three categories of log time (solid
curve again-it almost perfectly agrees with the fractional polynomial with log time). The remainderof the
paper will describe each choice in detail.
As a special caution in interpretingFigure1, note that
the very long incubation time between HIV infection
and AIDS incidence (median time on the orderof 10 or
more years10)implies that the data in Table 1 contain
almost no information on HIV incidence after 1989.
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FIGURE 1. Fitted HIV infection incidence in Los Angeles
County, 1979-1992: non-IDU MSM cases per 100,000
person-years among white non-Hispanic men born 19511960. Short dashes: fractional polynomial curve in untransformed time; solid curve: fractional polynomial curve in log
time and (coinciding) quadraticspline curve; dotted line: step
function from category indicators; long dashes: linear spline.
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FIGURE 2. Fitted penalized spline HIV incidence curve
(solid curve) with pointwise 95% confidence limits (dotted
curves).

Thus, after 1989 the curves are little more than extrapolations from previous years (hence the increasing divergence beyond 1989). On the other hand, the data do
provide a reasonable amount of information on HIV
incidence before 1989. This point is illustratedin Figure
2, which shows the fitted curve and pointwise confidence limits obtained by using a penalized spline
smoother as part of a multivariate model for HIV incidence9 (the kinks in these three curves are artifacts of
the graphing program). As a secondary caution, note
that the curves in Figure 1 cannot be obtained by fitting
models to the naive HIV rates in Table 1; all fitting must
instead be done via backcalculation from observed
AIDS incidence (Appendix Eq Al).
Fractional Polynomial Regression
Many authorsrecommendthat one try to examine polynomial terms (at least a quadraticterm x2) in addition to
the basic linear term x in the dose-response model.1
There are problems with polynomial regression, however. Although in theory with enough polynomial terms
one can approximateany smooth curve, in reality the
number of terms requiredmay be so large as to result in
numerically unstable estimates. Polynomials greater
than quadratictend to produce artifactualturns in the
fitted curve, whereas quadraticshave extremely limited
flexibility.
Recently, Royston and Altman11 have emphasized
that a great deal more flexibility and stability can be
obtained by examining fractional and inverse powers of
x, such as x-2, x-1, x-1/2, and x1/2 in addition to x and x2.
(Terms of the form xr[ln(x)])are also included in the
family of curves consideredby Royston and Altman, but
these cannot be used if x can be zero or negative.)
Royston and Altman point out that models containing
as few as three different powers of x between x-2 and x2
encompass a dramaticrange of shapes.
Fractional polynomials do have important limitaFor example, x cannot be negative if fractional
tions.12'13

powers are used, and the results will be sensitive to the
position of the zero-level of exposurex. Thus, fractional
polynomials may be problematic if x is not ratio scaled;
that is, it is advisablethat x have an absolute zero level
(unexposed level) and be coded so that this level is
zero.12Nonetheless, many, if not most, epidemiologic
exposureshave an absolute zero, so that this limitation
may be of infrequentpractical importance. (If x can be
negative, Royston and Altman recommend adding a
positive number to force it to be positive, but this
approachessentially introducesa new nonlinear parameter into the model, because the optimal numberto add
is unknown.)
In the HIV example, x does have an absolute zero: it
is the time at which the epidemic started,which has not
been preciselydeterminedbut is customarilytaken to be
1976. A similarproblem (of an absolute but imprecisely
known zero) arises when using age in studies of adult
noninfectious diseases:Age is often a surrogatefor time
since start of an unmeasuredbackgroundexposure (for
example, hormones) or etiologic process. In such situations, it may be advisable to replace age by a more
biologically relevant time scale in which risk becomes
nonzero only after time zero. For example, time since
pubertycould serve as such a scale in certain studies of
cancers of the reproductivesystem.
Another problem, one which also afflicts polynomial
regression, is how to decide which terms to include.
Royston and Altman propose a special stepwise procedure,which (like all stepwiseprocedures)is questionable
in concept and requires special programming.Ideally,
one should specify in advance the shape of curves one
would want the fitted model to encompass. To do so,
however, requires a sense of what shapes are encompassed by each power of x. For most epidemiologic purposes, it suffices to recall that, as x increasesabove 0, x2
starts more slowly but soon increasesmore rapidlythan
x, and that x112starts more rapidly but soon increases
more slowly than x. From this, a simple qualitative
dose-responseanalysismight alwaysinclude x (the linear
term) and then:
1. Include x2 if one expects the slope of the trend or
dose-responsecurve (that is, the steepness, or effect per unit exposure) to increase in absolute
value as exposure increases (as with cigarettes per
day and lung cancer14),or if one expects the curve
to change direction.
2. Include x1/2if one expects the slope to decrease in
absolute value as exposure increases.
3. Include both x112and x2 if one wants to allow for
either possibility.
One may, of course, use a higher power of x in place of
x2 and a lower power of x in place of x112if one expects
more rapid changes in slope over the range of exposure,
and one may include more terms if greaterflexibility is
desired.
If x can only be positive (as with typical cardiovascular and anthropometric measurements), In(x) can be
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used in place of x1/2to yield a curve with a very gradually
declining slope. In fact, if one uses a logistic or exponential (log-linear) model for risks or rates and x can
only be positive, it can be argued that In(x) should be
included in all dose-responseand trend analyses.This is
because the use of x alone in such models implies that
the rate, risk, or odds ratio for exposure level x vs zero is
e3X,which increases exponentially with x if 3 > 0. Use
of In(x) instead yields a rate, risk, or odds ratio of
exp[/3 In(x)] = xg, which can increase much less rapidly
than exponentially and can even increase less than
linearly if 0 < 3 < 1.
Example
The shortdashesin Figure 1 trace the fitted curve obtained from Table 1 using:
rx = exp(a + f3lx1/2 + 32x + f333/2 + 144x2).

A virtuallyidentical curve was obtained using x3 instead
of x3/2. The solid line traces the fitted curve obtained
using powersof ln(x) in place of powersof x as the time
covariate. Both curves exhibit essentially exponential
growth until 1982, followed by rapidslowing with a peak
in 1984, and gradualdecline thereafter.
Although fractional polynomials with only two or
three exposure terms can produce quite a variety of
curves, one should be aware when examining such
curves that their exact shape and location can be
strongly influenced by one or a few data points. In
particular,the fitted values for a point can be strongly
influenced by data at points far away on the graph.13
This is also a problem with curves fit by quadratic or
cubic regression,and with the single slope producedby a
simple regressionwith only x (the linear term) included.
Thus, it is especially important to evaluate regressions
with few exposure terms using influence analysis,which
involves seeing how much resultschange when the most
influential data points are deleted from the analysis (in
the present HIV example, the basic conclusions are
unchanged by single deletions). Inclusion of confidence
limits in the curve graph can also help indicate what
portions of the curve are poorly estimated. (Methods for
constructing confidence limits are describedin the Discussion.)

Spline Regression
CATEGORY
REVISITED
INDICATORS

Consider ordinary categorical dose-response analysis2
from the following perspective: One divides the observed range of exposurex into K categories indexed by
k = 1, ... , K with K - 1 internal boundariescl, ...,
CK-1. Then, within each category, one fits a completely
horizontal line as the dose-response "curve" relating
exposureto the outcome within the category.For example, in categoricallogistic regression,one simultaneously
fits K category-specificmodels for the logit (log odds) of
risk R:
logit(R x in categoryk) =

ak,

k = 1,...,

K,

(2)

which saysthat x has no effectwhatsoeverwithincategories,
no matter how large its effect between categories!
To illustrate,supposex is daily intake of ascorbicacid,
R is mortalityrisk, and the internal boundariesfor x are
at 20, 50, and 100 mg per day, with the boundaries
included in the lower category. The categorical doseresponse model then says that there is no difference in
risk between 0 and 20 mg per day but allows there to be
an arbitrarilylarge jump in risk between 20 and 21 mg
per day. This is biologically absurd,given that 0 mg per
day representsa relatively rapidlyfatal deficiency state,
20 mg per day does not, and the difference between 20
and 21 mg per day is biologically trivial. Although a
categorical model can be viewed as providing estimates
of average risk within categories, one should question
the value of averaging risks that are known to be as
disparateas those for 0 and 20 mg per day of ascorbic
acid. Furthermore,under nonlinear models, the estimates of average risk provided by category-indicator
regressioncan produce a biased impressionof the exposure-specificdose-responsecurve.15
The precedingtype of model, called a step function, is
precisely what one is fitting when one breaksexposure
into categories and then fits a model with K - 1 indicator variablesi2, . . , iK,where ik = 1 if x is in category
k, 0 otherwise:
logit(R x) = a1 +

a2i2 +

.'

+

aKiK.

(3)

Here, ca = ga and ak = ak - ac for k > 1. The results
from such a model will not be misleadingif risk changes
little within categories. Unfortunately, selection of category boundariesbased on percentiles in no way guarantees that this criterion will be met. In fact, use of
percentiles virtuallyguaranteesthat the criterionwill be
violated if most subjects are concentrated within a narrow subrangeof exposure and the exposuredoes have a
large effect beyond that subrange.
The only way to ensure constancy of risk within
categories is to use very narrow categories. This will
often yield many more categoriesthan the standardfour
or five-perhaps as many as 10, or even 20. If so,
numbersmay become so small within categoriesthat the
category-specificestimates are uselessly unstable, as in
Table 1. Conventional recommendations(of four or five
categories) seek to minimize variance by using few categories, but they unrealisticallyassume that boundaries
will be set in an ideal fashion. If, however, the boundaries are not well chosen, bias will result. The variancebias tension is especially severe in categorical doseresponsemodeling because of the unrealisticmodel that
underlies the analysis.
Example
The small dots in Figure 1 trace the step function obtained by fitting the categorical model:
rx=

exp(al

+ a2i2 + aC3i3+ at4i4 + 05i5),

where i2, i3, i4, i5 are indicators for the categories 19811982, 1983-1984, 1985-1987, and -1988. The later
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categories are broaderbecause of the declining stability
of the estimates over time. The visual impressionprovided by these estimates is less accurate than that from
the other curves, failing to locate well the early climb
and later decline in rates. The curve producedby connecting the midpoints instead of the ends of the categories (not shown) is a little better but is still not as
plausibleas the smooth curves.Narrowercategories (not
shown) were tried but failed to help, and instead produced erraticallyfluctuatingsteps. (Note that if one used
categories based on the AIDS case percentiles from
Table 1, the resultswould be disastrous:the first quartile
extends through 1987, so that the fitted step function
would represent the dramatic 1980-1987 trend by one
constant rate!)
LINEARSPLINEREGRESSION

How can one avoid the absurdity,pitfalls, and tensions
of category-indicatoranalysis for continuous variables?
One simple solution is to allow the within-categorylines
to have nonzero slopes, so that the model will allow risk
to vary withinas well as betweencategories.Furthermore,
we can fit these lines in such a way that there is no
sudden jump in risk across category boundaries,so that
fitted risk changes in a continuous manner within and
across categories. The simplest method for doing so is
called linear spline regression,which can be performed
with conventional regressionprograms.
For logistic regression, the objective might be to simultaneouslyfit the K category-specificlinear models:
logit(RIx in categoryk) = ac + P3x.

(4)

We should want these K models to fit together in a
biologically sensible way, meaning that we want continuity (no sudden jumps) in risk across the category
boundaries. This in turn requires any adjacent pair of
category-specificmodels to predict the same risk at their
common boundaryj. For a logistic model, this means we
must have:
logit(R|x

= ck) = ca + 3kck = ak+l + 3k+lC

(5)

for all k less than K. One way to force Eqs4 and 5 to hold
for all k less than K is to fit the following linearspline
modelto all of the data:
logit(R|x) = ac+ ,3x + Pj2s2+

+ 3KSK, (6)

where sk = 0 if x < Ck,x - ck if x > Ck.sk is sometimes

called the positive part of x - ckand can also be defined
as sk = max(0, x - Ck).The parameters in Eq 6 are simple

functions of the parametersin the K models in Eq 4:
ac = ctl and31 = /3, whereasfor k > 1, Pk= 3 - P-l1
is the change in the slope of dose-responsein going from
categoryk - 1 to categoryk. The graphof Eq 6 will look
like a series of connected line segments.
Example
The long dashesin Figure 1 trace the linear spline obtained by fitting the model:

rx = exp(a + plln(x) + 32s2+

3S3+ 34S4)

where
2= 0

if x - 6, In(x) - ln(6)

if x > 6,

3= 0

if x -8, ln(x) -ln(8)

if x> 8,

and
S4 = 0

if x - 11, In(x) - In(1)

if x> 11

(x = 6, 8, 11 correspondto 1982, 1984, 1987). Apart
from the artificially sharp peak in 1984, this model
conveys essentially the same pattern as the fractional
polynomial curves.
The general idea exemplified by Eqs 4-6 is to fit
regressionmodels simultaneouslywithin each category,
subject to constraintsthat maintain reasonablerelations
acrossthe strata.These constraintsalso keep the analysis
parsimonious.With K separate category-specificlinear
regressions,the total number of coefficients fit would
have been 2K (K interceptsand K slopes). Nevertheless,
the intercepts

2, ..

.

, aK are eliminated because of the

continuity (no-jump) constraint,leaving only one intercept. The total numberof parametersin Eq 6 is thus K +
1, only one more than the step function model for the
same categories (Eq 3). Furthermore,unlike the step
function (Eq 3), the linear spline (Eq 6) does not depend
on risk being constant within categoriesfor validity and
thus can be used with fewer categoriesthan requiredfor
valid use of the step function (Eq 3).
MOREGENERAL
SPLINEREGRESSION

Although a linear spline function is a dramaticimprovement over a step function, it still does not have full
biological plausibilitybecause of the sharpbends (kinks)
at the boundaries where the slope of the function
abruptlychanges. Also, linear-splineregressioncan suffer from instabilities and sensitivities to choice of category boundaries, although usually not as severely as
category-indicator regression. To address these problems, we can create a curve with no sharpbends and a
more smooth, plausible appearancesimply by adding a
quadraticterm to each category-specificmodel, for example:
logit(R x in category k) = ak + fkx + %yx2. (7)

As before, we want no jumps, which means adjacent
category-specific models must agree at their common
boundary:
logit(R x = Ck) = aC + P3Ck + YkC

(8)
= ak+1 +

k+Ck + Yk+lCk.

To obtain a smooth appearance,we also want adjacent
models to have the same slope (derivative) at their
common boundary,which correspondsto requiringthat:
P+ + 2kCk = 3k+1 + 2Y+1 Ck.

(9)
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Simultaneouslyfitting the K category-specificquadratic
models (Eq 7) subject to the continuity constraint (Eq
8) and the smoothness (slope) constraint (Eq 9) is
equivalent to fitting the single quadraticsplinemodel:
aCT +
+ *
Y252 +
logit(RIx)
5U~IL\I/I;XI =
T E""
T ~Y
/3x +
y7xz + 72S2

+ YKSK,
K
+

(10)
(10)

where a = a,

3 = 3, 71 = 7y, and, for k > 1, =
the
is
7, y7-_
change in the quadraticterm (departure
from linearity) of the dose-response function in going
from category k - 1 to category k. This quadraticspline
model (Eq 10) has only one more parameterthan the
linear spline model for the same categories (Eq 6). Furthermore,it would ordinarilyrequirefewer categoriesfor
accuracythan the linear spline model, so that in practice
no more parameters are needed than for the latter
model. As with the linear spline, it can easily be fit with
conventional regressionprograms.
Example
In addition to tracing the log-time fractionalpolynomial
curve, the solid curve in Figure 1 coincides with the
quadraticspline obtained by fitting the model:
rx= exp(a + 3lln(x) + ylln(x)2 +

Y2s2

+ y3s2),

where
s2= 0 if x < 7, In(x) - ln(7)

if x> 7,

and
S3

= 0 if x < 10, In(x) - ln(10)

if x> 10

(x = 7,10 correspondto 1983,1986).
Like higher-orderpolynomials, quadraticsplines can
suffer from odd behavior in open-ended tails of the
exposure distribution. When this happens, we can further reduce the number of parametersand improve tail
behavior by restricting the fitted curve to be linear in
open-ended categories. To restrict the lower tail, one
need only drop x2 from the model. To restrictthe upper
tail, one drops s2 from Model 10 and replaces the remaining s2 by s2- SK;one also replaces x2 by x2 - SK if
the lower tail is not restricted.The quadraticspline with
both tails restricted to be linear is:
logit(R x) = a +3x + 72(s2+

s))
Y+ YK-l(SK- -

K).

This model has only K coefficients including the intercept. In other words, it has exactly the same number of
parameters as the crude step-function model (Eq 3),
given that the same number of categories are used. Yet,
unlike the step function, it can reproducea wide variety
of smooth curves.
Example
Because of its closeness to the other curves, Figure 1
omits the curve obtained by fitting the restricted quadratic spline:

rx= exp[ca+ ,lln(x) + y2(s2- s)
+

3(S32 - S)

+ 74(S4-

Si)]

where
s2= Oif x < 5, In(x) - n(5)
S3 =

0 if x

S4= 0 if x

if x>5,
if x> 7,

7, In(x) - ln(7)

< 9, In(x) -ln(9)

if x>9,
if x> 12

S5= 0 if x < 12, In(x) - ln(12)

(these spline terms are based on the same categories as
the earliercategory-indicatormodel). This curve is very
similar to the linear-spline curve, but rounded at the
peak and at other category boundaries.
The type of restrictedspline just describedshould not
be confusedwith so-called naturalsplines,5in which the
fitted curve is restrictedto be linear below the smallest
and above the largestobservedvalue of x. These natural
splines have the same number of parametersas unrestricted splines. They are obtained by treating min(x)
and max(x) as additional category boundariesand then
fitting a restrictedspline to the expanded set of K + 2
categories. Within the range of the data, the resulting
curve is identical to that produced by the unrestricted
spline.
As the reader may have surmised, one may further
extend the category-specific models and constraints.
The formpreferredby most statisticiansis the cubicspline
model,16which in its unrestrictedform may be written:
logit(R x) = a + fx + yx2 + 81x3
+ 82S2 +

(12)
*..

+ aKSK,

This model may be derived by adding a cubic term 68x3
to the category-specific quadratic models (Eq 7) and
then constrainingthe curves to be continuous and have
equal slopes and second derivatives at the boundaries.
The linear, quadratic,and cubic splines (Models 6 and
10-12) are all examples of splinefunctions,which are
extensively used in the physical sciences and engineering but surprisinglyrare in epidemiology. In the spline
literature, the category boundaries cl, .. , cK-1 are called

knotsor join points, because they are the points at which
the category-specificcurves are tied together.3-5,16
Natural cubic splines can be extended to produce a nonparametricsmoother (called a cubic spline smoother) by
placing a knot at each distinct exposurevalue and constraining the resulting saturatedmodel with a penalty
function.3-5 It is also possible to constrain splines to
produce only monotonic curves (that is, curves with no
trend reversals).17

Discussion
Some external evidence regarding the true epidemic
curve in the example is available, all of it indicating
that the smooth curves are better estimates than the
category-indicatorstep function. Backcalculationsbased
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on much more extensive national data8indicate that a
single sharp peak occurred around 1984-1985. More
generally, both theoretical5 and simulation6 evidence
indicates that smooth splines have better statistical
properties than comparably parameterizedstep functions. Of course, one may conduct both a traditional
step-function analysisand a spline analysis.The primary
point of this paper is simply that some sort of smooth
curve fitting is advisable when the study covariate is
continuous and numbersdo not permit the use of narrow
categories.
All of the above methods can be applied to multiple
covariates in a model. When applied to confounders,
however, fractional-polynomial and spline regressions
can produce more complete confounder control than
step functions; this is becauseonly the formercontrol for
confounder effects withinstrata as well as across strata.
Generalizedadditive models3'5offer the same advantage,
but within a given computing capacity, fractional polynomials and splines can be fit to larger datasets with
more subjects and covariates, and can be fit with any
regressionsoftware.
UNEXPOSED
SUBJECTS

An issue that often ariseswhen x is a ratio-scaledexposure (such as alcohol consumption) is whether to delete
the unexposed during dose-response analysis. As explained elsewhere,18deletion of the unexposed (zeroexposed) is not alwaysthe best approachand is, in fact,
an inadvisable waste of information if the unexposed
and exposed are comparablewith respect to factors that
affect validity (such as uncontrolled confounders and
selection factors). An advantageof highly flexible models (with more than a few exposure terms) over simpler
models is that the overall curve will usually be less
influenced by the unexposed than in simpler models,
and hence the decision to retain or delete the unexposed
will be less momentous. In nonparametric regression
with ample data, smoothing neighborhoodscan be made
small, in which case the unexposed will exert little or no
influence on the curve beyond their immediate lowexposure neighborhood. For situations in which the validity of retaining the unexposed is in question, a separate indicatorvariablefor the unexposedcategorycan be
entered in the regression, which will eliminate direct
influence of the unexposed on the curve. If this is done,
the resulting fitted curve will not necessarily pass
through the fitted rate at x = 0, reflecting the fact that
the unexposedhave been effectively eliminated fromthe
curve-fitting process. See Greenland and Poole18 for
furtherdiscussion of this approach.
CHOICE OF SPLINES

The improvedsmoothness of quadraticsplines over linear splines leads me to preferthe former.In contrast, for
epidemiologic purposes,there seem to be practical disadvantages and little if any advantage to using cubic
splines instead of the quadratic splines. The primary
disadvantageof cubic splines is that the cubic form of
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the category-specificmodels can produce very strange
shapes in broadcategoriesand in open-ended categories.
With any spline, categoryboundariescan be adjustedto
remove anomalies, whereas end-categoryanomalies can
be prevented or removed by further constraining the
end-category models to be linear.16Unfortunately, for
cubic splines, the latter constraint requires that more
complicatedcovariatesthan the skdefined above be used
in the regression.A more minor disadvantageof cubic
splines is the poor interpretabilityof the coefficients,
especially when end constraints are needed.
With enough well-chosen categories, cubic splines
can closely approximate virtually any smooth curve.4
This advantage seems of doubtful utility for epidemiologic analysis, however, because plausible trends and
dose-response curves are usually very simple in form
comparedwith many of the responsefunctions found in
engineering and the physical sciences. The primarygain
from using cubic splines is that they yield very smooth
curves.Nonetheless, I have not yet found epidemiologic
data for which a gain from using cubic instead of quadratic splines is graphicallynoticeable. In the HIV example used here, a 5-parametercubic spline model with
one knot in the mid-1980s yields nearly the same curve
as the fractionalpolynomial and quadraticspline curves
in Figure 1.
There are certain advantages to using unrestricted
splines (such as Models 10 and 12) over splines with
end-categoryrestrictions (such as Model 11). An unrestricted quadraticspline contains the ordinaryquadratic
regression model (the model with x and x2 only) as a
special case. Hence, the ordinaryquadraticmodel can be
checked against the more general unrestricted spline
model (Eq 10) by testing the hypothesis that the spline
coefficients are zero (y2

= . * *=

= 0 in Model 10).

The restrictedspline model (Eq 11) does not contain the
quadraticmodel as a special case and so cannot be used
in this way. Another drawbackof restricted splines is
that, perhaps counter to intuition, an end-categoryrestriction can stronglyaffect the entire shape of the curve
and enhance sensitivity of the overall shape to outliers.
Nonetheless, restrictedsplines can be usefulwhen linear
end-category behavior is considered preferable to the
nonmonotone end-category behavior that unrestricted
splines can exhibit.
CHOICEOF CATEGORIESAND TERMS

There are variousschools of thought regardingchoice of
categoriesfor splines. One school seeks automaticmethods that optimize some statistical criterion, such as minimizing a goodness-of-fitstatistic or the cross-validation
sum of squaredresiduals.3-5Others prefer simple visual
assessment of smoothness: Start with many categories,
then reduce their number and adjustboundariesso that
implausibleblips, dips, and irregularitiesare eliminated.
Another visual approach (suggested by a referee) is to
use the curve froma smootherto suggestwhere cutpoints
should be. All of these approaches have limitations.
Automated methods (such as stepwise selection of
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knots) can invalidate conventional tests and confidence
whereasvisual choice runs the
intervals for trends,16'19,20
risk of introducing subjective biases. Visual choice does
allow one to use vague prior information about curve
shape. Absent such information,some authorspreferto
use percentile categories16;the latter can perform adequately with splines even when they performpoorlywith
category indicators.6
The problemsjust discussed are even more acute for
ordinarycategory-indicatorregression,because the latter
is so sensitive to category choice. In particular,use of
percentile categories can severely harm power and precision in category-indicatorregression if the exposure
effect is concentrated in a tail of the exposure distribution.6 Unlike category indicators, splines make use of
within-category risk variation and so can be less sensitive to category choice,6 although, like category indicators, they can be sensitive to choice of tail categories
when those categories are open ended.
Fractional polynomial regressionavoids the problem
of category choice but instead faces an analogousproblem in choice of terms. As with category choice, mechanical algorithmsfor choice of terms invalidate conventional tests and can performbadly in small to modest
samples,whereasvisual choice runs the risk of introducing subjective biases of the analyst. These choice issues
also arise in nonparametric regression, in which the
analyst must visually select a value for the smoothing
parameter,or else have it chosen by an algorithm.3'5In
sum, every dose-response or trend analysis (from conventional categorical to advanced nonparametric)must
choose the degree of smoothness or complexity in the
fitted curve via choice of categories, model terms, or
smoothing parameter.Regardlessof the approach one
uses, graphical inspection of the final fitted curve will
greatly aid in determining whether the choices made
yielded credible or surprisingresults.
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well as the alteratives) need to be coupled with regression diagnostics (model checking) such as tests of fit,
residualanalysis,and influence analysis.In nonparametric regression,the effects of influential data points tend
to be visually more dramaticbut more localized than in
conventional parametricregression3;similar comments
apply to the flexible alternativesdiscussedhere. Marked
influences often show up in tails of the fitted curve,
which can be strongly pulled toward outlying points.
Diagnostics such as influence analysis help distinguish
observedpatternsthat are resistantto modest changes in
the data from those that are "driven"by just one or two
unusual data points. Sensitivity of patterns to conventional model assumptionscan also be explored by comparing conventional results to the results from flexible
models.

SAMPLE-SIZE
CONSIDERATIONS

Fractional-polynomialand spline regressionare not inherently large-sample techniques and can be applied
with exact regressionprogramssuch as LogXact.23When
applied in conjunction with large-sample(asymptotic)
methods such as maximum-likelihoodlogistic regression,
however, checks on sample size adequacyare advisable.
Perhapsthe easiest way of checking adequacyfor maximum-likelihood logistic spline regressionis to examine
tabularcross-classificationsbased on the categoriesused
to define the spline. By one rough criterion, if there are
no product terms between exposure and other covariates, one should have at least five cases and five noncases in each category when applying maximum-likelihood methods. I am not aware of an equally simple
sample-sizecriterionfor maximum-likelihoodestimation
of fractional polynomials.
CONFIDENCELIMITS

CUTPOINTANALYSISAND THRESHOLDS

An issue of prominence in recent literature is that of
choosing the propercutpoint for dichotomousanalysisof
continuous exposures.Special concerns have been raised
about "cutpointbias,"in which cutpoints are chosen to
maximize significance or size of estimates.21'22
Nonparametric curves and quadraticor cubic splines can largely
finesse such issues by providing a single curve that simultaneously conveys rates or relative risks across the
full range of exposure, without collapsing together disparate exposure levels. If there is a threshold for the
exposure effect, it will be reflected by a steep portion of
the smooth curve following a near-level portion. One
should not, however, expect to see a single sharp (vertical) threshold point, because both exposure measurement error and individual variation in threshold will
stretch out the threshold portion of the curve over some
range of exposure.
DIAGNOSTICS

As with all regression,the methods discussedhere (including conventional category-indicatorregression, as

For clarity, confidence limits were omitted from Figure
1, but in practice, it can be helpful to include them, as
in Figure2. Confidence limits for points on the regression curve are an option in many softwarepackages,and
these options can be invoked when fitting fractional
polynomials and splines.
When such options are not available, one may compute limits directly using large-sampleanaloguesof standardformulas.24
As an illustration,supposewe want 95%
limits at the point x under the quadraticlogistic spline
model (Eq 10). Define the full parametervector O as:
=(01,

..

, 7K+2)

= (C, 1,

1,
'Y2,..,

YK)

and the full covariate vector z as:
Z = Z(Zl,Xo

, ZK,

=,

x2
, ,

2,...,

).

Also, let Cijbethe estimatedcovarianceof the parameter
estimates Oi and 0j (the Ciiare available by requesting
the covariance matrix output option from the regression
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software). The fitted logit of risk lx at x is then the dot
product of 0 and z,
)'z =

izi.

(13)

i

Approximate pointwise 95% limits for the risk at x are
then given by:

?+1.96v07x2)

expit('z

(14)

where expit(u) = eu/(l + eu) is the logistic transform,vx
is the estimated logit variance:

z =

vx =zz
i

,

(15)

of bootstrap options for construction of confidence
bands for the entire curve.

Conclusion
The present paperhas arguedthat epidemiologic analyses of dose-responseand trend, as well as methods for
control of continuous confounders,should be expanded
beyond simple categoricaland linear (single-coefficient)
approachesto include flexible curves that make use of
intracategoryinformation. Such expansion can be accomplished with little difficulty via fractional polynomial regressionand spline regression.These methods can
be especiallyvaluablewhen importantnonlinearitiesare
anticipated, as in studies of health effects of alcohol,
nutrients, and other life-style factors.

j

and C is the estimated covariance matrix for 0.
To estimate the ratio of odds at two differentexposure
levels with full covariate vectors z1and z0, let d = zl z0be the vector of differences of the zl and z0 components. The fitted log odds ratio is then
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Appendix
AssumingthatmigrationandAIDScasereportingarenondifferential,the expectation/jLforthe observedAIDScasecount
yj in epidemicyearj is:
tj = qj pixnxrx

(Al)

x=l

where qj is the probabilitythat someone diagnosedwith
AIDS in year j is reportedby the study time (1994), Pjx
is the probabilitythat someone contracting HIV in year
x is diagnosedwith AIDS in yearj, nx is the person-years
at risk in year x, and rxis the rate of non-IDU MSM HIV
infections for the population in year x. In the examples,
Pjxis taken from the stationary 3-parameter Weibull
curve fit by Bacchetti et al8 to the San Franciscohepatitis B cohort, with leveling of the hazard at its maximum. The denominators nx are estimated from census
data, whereas the qj are estimated directly from the Los

Angeles County AIDS surveillancedata, which supplies
both diagnosis and reportingdates.
Given the p,,, nx, qj, and a model for r,, the rx are
estimated by maximizing the Poisson loglikelihood
Ej[yjln(jj) - gj] over the unknown model parameters.8
The naive estimates in Table 1 were obtained by treating the log HIV rates a = In(rj) as independent parameters. This correspondsto using a saturated log-linear
model with an indicator for each year. The backcalculation equation (Eq Al) has no unique solution under
this model, but a solution can be obtained by adding a
penalty function to the loglikelihood.8 The penalty
function used for Table 1 is Ex(x - &)2/t2,where t2 =
1.499 x 107 is the largestvalue that yielded a solution
for Eq Al, and a is the information-weightedaverageof
the current log HIV rate estimates &x.This penalty
produces very mild shrinkage of the year-specificrates
toward the weighted mean rate. Note that, counter to
intuition, the naive estimates do not averageto produce
the categorical-modelresultsin Figure1. This is because
the HIV rate estimatesfor each yearare highly nonlinear
functions of the AIDS incidence observed in all later
years, and these functions differacrossmodels as well as
across years.

